As it has been stated, the enemy is a slave to the inferior forces that they serve, and they never cared about their own. It has always been a tactic of the enemy to pamper their own slaves and make them think that somehow, if and when they destroy everything, they will be "Crowned as kings" and all the related psychopathic beliefs that the Jews harbor.

Little do they see, that indeed, the enemy will also be killing and enslaving them in the end. It doesn't matter how willingly they have served the Reptilians or the Greys. It makes one laugh to read some Rabbinical commentary on how "Jews are masters of the universe" and all the related load of crap, while indeed, that inferior reptilian offspring is merely only going to bite the dust, after they manifest their parasitical plan over the rest of mankind.

But as it's always with parasites, they cannot and they will not stop. You cannot ask ticks to stop draining blood out of people, explaining to them that if they keep draining blood, the person will die, and so will the ticks. In the same way in the mind of jews, the future that they are creating, in which they will be enslaved and destroyed alongside anyone else, is something they do not comprehend.

And even if they did, they would never really want to stop this, because all a tick understands and sees is that presently it's drinking blood. In their reptilian mind, that is all that matters. They were designed to be that way and they cannot be anything else.

Now, with the so called "Global Crisis" of the Co-Vid, all the jews worldwide, followed the example they have manifested with their tech companies in China, Google, Microsoft, and the related. Drunken with feelings of superiority, even amongst their own botched reptilian offspring, they want to microchip their own now. As Netanyahu stated, he thinks that now it's a good opportunity to microchip all jews, using the Co-Vid as a pretext.

Of course, this is also to give examples to other Nations on what is to follow, and signal them to start doing and trying to enforce the same thing. Israel also applied some of the most "Totalitarian" measures, that basically revealed to everyone how the jews think, and what is really going to happen if they overtake the world without resistance. All people will suffer, be enslaved, and be killed.
Over a little virus the Jews did not hesitate to crack down entirely all to their own, crash the global economies for experimentation purposes and without scientific basis, and generally promote everything that they have been discovered of being the creators of - namely, the Jew World Order in action.

The reptilian and grey overlords of the jews are losing patience and want their slaves to force the plan through, which includes global enslavement. They have already lost and they are one dollar short of time. No matter what happens to this earth, which probably all their attempts will fall in the trash can, higher powers are going to invade and clean this mess.

Jews are currently in alarm so they try to force forward the Jew World Order while they have the time, in desperate needs of trying to prepare and defend their petty selves. Little do they understand that the forces involved on both sides do not care about jews, not even in the very least.

Meanwhile of course, they try to "resist" all the advances that they have brought the birth of, from reaching them. The Jews were spoiled until today to never experience the poisons that they created for Gentiles from affecting them. Now, with them being revealed and their spiritual power going out of the window, they get to live the tale that they try to create for everyone else.

The stupidity of this planet to keep jews on the pedestal and accept their jewish culture, lies, monolithic hatred, and inferior stolen "Culture", all plastered by the greys for infiltration purposes, is now backfiring. People are experiencing the fruit of this seed that they planted, and many are scared. Jews of course will get to taste their own reptilian fruit as well.

Little do the reptilian paleolithic hateful brains of the jews that read the Torah everyday understand, that this reptilian world that they are chanting everyday to manifest, when it does manifest, they will be the first to go in it. It is ok, everyone should be fine with them getting down the drain.

As far as we are concerned, they ought be microchipped, they ought get a crazy jewish dictator that will kill them with the microchips after installing them, they ought install 5G, they ought get vaccinated, and experience the blunt of everything that they have staged for Gentiles. They deserve all of it. It's Gentiles that really don't deserve this.

Actually, their suffering will be more than anyone else in the upcoming future, because indeed they are the manifestos of this whole agenda of destruction of the Earth. They are the core of production of this insanity.
It is them that are the creators of this and they need to reap what they sow themselves. And they are experiencing now and will see more of how this is in the future, to live in the nightmare they have been creating for centuries.

Benjamin Netanyahu suggests microchipping kids, slammed by experts


Cyber experts slammed Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu for his proposal to "microchip" children who return to schools and kindergartens as the coronavirus lockdown is lifted, Ynet reported on Friday.

While speaking at a press conference on Monday, Netanyahu suggested the Health Ministry use new technology to help Israel adjust to its new routine as the state is lifting the coronavirus lockdown. "That is, technology that has not been used before and is allowed under the legislation we shall enact," he clarified.

"I spoke with our heads of technology in order to find measures Israel is good at, such as sensors. For instance, every person, every kid – I want it on kids first – would have a sensor that would sound an alarm when you get too close, like the ones on cars," the prime minister said.

"It will be hard to do it to more than a million schoolchildren who return to their educational institutions in order to ensure one student sits at the distance of two meters from another. It is fictional and dangerous," cyber resilience expert Einat Meron told Ynet.

"Theoretically, I get the idea behind it," she said. "But although such distance-sensitive microchips exist in vehicles, it is different in humans." According to Meron, "a beeping sound telling me I got close to someone is not enough. Who says it will change anything? I would have gotten closer either way."

The expert added that "the actual issue is the enforcement, and here everything changes." Meron told Ynet that "microchipping children will not pass any test – both practically and legally." Similar to Meron’s notion that notifying citizens on their distance will not affect their actions, many fear the state would make use of the information available from the sensors.

"If the information with the kids' location is uploaded to the internet, a pedophile with some cyber knowledge may invade the system and stalk them outside their schools, follow them and distribute the information on other platforms," Meron said. "Can the state take responsibility for that?"
The Prime Minister's Office responded to the report, telling Ynet Netanyahu's suggestion "is not to be implemented through databases, but through simple technology notifying [the citizens] about their distance. It is a voluntary option that is designed to help children keep their distance, like Mobileye with vehicles."

The office added that the prime minister's suggestion is "an idea that may help maintain social distancing, and there will not be any violation of privacy."

On Wednesday, Walla reported the movements of all vehicles in Israel were tracked by police and stored in an unregulated database named Eagle Eye. A source cited by the media site said the information "may be kept for years on end."

The Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI) reportedly submitted a request under the Freedom of Information Act that police disclose the extent of the operations of Eagle Eye, as well as the time the information on citizens' movements is stored in the system.

Israel Police responded to ACRI, saying the system's activity was not standardized internally despite several years of operations. "Either way, once finalized, the procedure will not be disclosed to the public," police added.

In late March, Yediot Aharonot reported a classified Shin Bet (Israel Security Agency) database stored information on all Israeli citizens and most Palestinians from the West Bank. The data tracked by the security agency included movements, phone calls and text messages.